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Background: 15 Central Park West. Lloyd Blanfein, CEO of Goldman Sachs bought a condo here for $26 mio, & 11k monthly maintenance

The Doxa of Ford Nation
Reader’s letter: “I live in Toronto — downtown — and have been known to
drink a Starbucks latte or 50. I don’t own a car. ... In short, I don’t qualify for
membership in “Ford Nation” and yet, in 2010 ... I voted for Rob Ford.
I voted for him because after two terms of a disastrous though mediafriendly mayor, I did not relish the idea of another summer of strikes, and
pungent, inconveniencing ones at that; another four years of being held
hostage by unions; another four years of rent-seeking and overspending;
another four years of a mayor who was antagonistic to Billy Bishop Airport,
despite the undeniable benefits it brings to the city; another four years of
having a mayor who prioritized bike lanes over concerns about the
reasonable flow of car traffic. For the record, I’m not against bike lanes; I’m
against bike lanes on streets like Jarvis. ...
[w]ere an election held today, with the allegations against him unproven, I
would likely vote for him again. I say “likely” because in a fictional election, I
don’t know the fictional opponents. Were we talking about Olivia Chow, I
would vote for Ford, because I think Chow-town would be Miller-ville, The
Sequel.”
Not Ford Nation?
It’s not enough to drink latte. When it walks, quacks...you know the rest.

Figure showing
the two mental
zones of doxa and
critical thinking

The concept of doxa was developed by French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. It
denotes beliefs about the world that are based on interwoven ensembles of
misrecognitions, which are inculcated during life-travel by political ideologies,
religious dogma, inherited cultural norms, etc. When doxic misrecognitions first
are formed, people engulfed in such states—as a mechanism of mental selfrationalization—become very hostile to opposing views. Consequently, they
routinely denounce all facts that are contrary to their doxic beliefs.

The mindset in which
doxa dominates is
easily manipulated by
spins and false narratives

Thick layer of doxa, little
space for critical thinking

Progressive, critical
thinker.
Adjust views
according to facts,
resistant to spin.

Thin layer of doxa, big
space for critical thinking

We all, to some extent, have some mental ensembles of doxic views which, as
a protective cordon, surround our perceptions of the world. Sometimes these
might be useful heuristics, so not all doxa is intrinsically harmful. But even
benign Doxa tends to become inflexible over time, and have the capacity to
tip over into harmful, stubborn views. The critical thinker is always on his or
hers guard against this.

The Ford years at Toronto
City Hall offered a rich
field of study in how doxa
is a critical factor in
modern politics. Here
Ford shown in a rare quiet
moment.

When a person’s views are framed by doxa, events and statements by other
individuals encountered in the socio-economic fields of interactions are
assigned positions and values not according to their observable content of
facts but according to the extent to which they correspond to the adopted
ensemble of doxa. This is a mental mechanism that affords political spin
doctors and campaign operatives a rich field for political manipulations.

Miller and Ford apparantly playing a children’s hand game of
some sort at City Hall.

Here is how manipulation works when doxic misrecognitions flourish:
When Ford was faced with the potentially career-ending crack scandal, he
floated the claim that he had saved the city one billion dollars. This claim,
with little relation to facts (the 2013 budget was $200 mio. higher than
Miller’s last) was designed to give ‘Ford nation’, which it was anticipated
would not be distracted by the missing fact, a justification for sticking with
their man: “So he smoked crack. Big deal! But he saved us a billion dollars!”

The nazi salute, the mother of all doxa signalling,

In all societies, dominant and widely shared doxa ensembles develop, partly
built on elements handed down from previous socio-economic phases, partly
constituted by current socio-political machinations. Adherence to doxa
ensembles tends to be publicly signalled, which creates a capturing effect:
when one first openly adopts the public signalling, it leads to subconscious
commitment to submit to and defend the tenets of the given doxa.

Late night shows, etc., feed on real events in the public spaces, but turn
everything into comedy. Since this for many people is their a main source
of ‘news’, they have become part of what cripple the political discourses.

Political inculcations of doxa, attempting to replace fact-based knowledge, has
become easier in the current social environment where attention is
submerged into a constant stream of entertainment and attention-huggers of
the digital age: constantly accessing information about trivialities and endlessly
communicating them over social networks. This robs the individual of the
mental space needed to focus on creative acts and critical thinking.

Bay Street, pivot of the financial processes that levitates
Canada’s growing inequalities.

What is the dominant doxa of the current society? Ford Nation, except for its
personification with Ford, is really nothing special but a fairly traditional
version of the neoliberal doxa that has developed on the basis of market
fundamentalism and supply-side economics. It constitutes an obfuscating
cordon around the structures of growing inequalities, and the sharp reactualization of class divisions that the financialized economy has engendered.

Notwithstanding the grafitti, Ford’s support is firm among
the approximately one third of voters who are sunk so
deeply into the neoliberal doxa that they perceive Ford as
figthing for their rights, for the little guy; but in reality just
are bonding to a shared inability to understand the
complexity of modern society.

If we return to the latte statement at the start, it contains the core
misrecognitions of the dominant doxa: cutting taxes is always leads to
better outcomes, and there is no alternative to the car culture. It also
shows the tendency of doxa-dependent individuals to substitute disparaging
remarks for true arguments (Miller-ville, Chow-town, etc.).

Canada bought the design for an arctic patrol ship from Norway and is to
spend $288 million on redesign, a sum that doesn’t includes building it.*
* http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2013/05/06/pol-irving-patrol-ships-contract-cost.html

Current Canadian politics has been rocked by massive scandals involving
reckless or fraudulent spending of public money: the sponsorship scandal,
Ornge, cancellation of Ontario’s power plants, the ridiculous cost of arctic
patrol ships, and the new $1.2 bn spy centre. Such excesses lend support to
the low-taxes, small government doxa: “See how they throw our money
away!” The solution is of course better (much better) government.

The dream of clearing the streets for anything else than cars is
governed by Parkinson’s law: the more space you give the cars,
the more there will be. Summa summarum: congestion doesn’t
budge. Only developing alternatives can reduce congestion.

During an individual’s participation in society's socio-economic fields, doxa
will move forward in a reflexive way, which means that cause and effect
intertwine. Thus, due to the lack of flexibility, misrecognitions correspond
poorly to reality and facts. That mismatch will, however, most likely be met
with a reinforcement, a double-down of the existing belief.

Copenhagen, a much smaller city, spends three times more than Toronto on
bike infrastructure. The result: 36% of all commutes is by bikes.

A common doxa ensemble is low taxes, small government and the
inevitability of cars. This is exposed as misrecognitions by experiences of
other countries. The prevalence of this doxa has led to perennial
underfunding of Toronto’s urban infrastructure. The consequence is roads
that have turned into nightmarish gridlock and are unsafe for soft travellers.

Wind mills and bikes: two pillars of the shift to sustainability

The high-taxed Scandinavia and North-west Europe are global
leaders in implementing sustainable economies, achieved without
sacrificing economic life standards.
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